Date:

9/8/2021

From: The board of the North Hills Sports Car Club
Re:

Proposed Trophy System Additions

Over the few seasons, we have had heard increased requests from members and participants for a
change in our competition points system in order to put increased emphasis on competitiveness and
driver skill. This topic has been the subject of numerous discussions during our general membership
meetings and as a club we have investigated several different options for changing our points system.
The challenge we face as a club is that we must find a balance between the on-course competition we
all enjoy, and the participation in the club that allows us to offer a full season of events. We all want to
be rewarded for our skill behind the wheel, but without event chairs and monthly meetings, the club
ceases to be.
The board took this matter under consideration, and after careful deliberation of the pros and cons of
numerous options, a motion was passed by the board the we believe will satisfy both sides of this
equation. The proposed rule change is outlined below and will be put to the general membership for
discussion before being brought forward for a vote at a future meeting. If approved, this rule change will
go into effect for the 2022 season.
Proposed Rule Change NFT 2022
1. The North Hills Sports Car Club will add an additional award category: Pax Driver of the Year.
2. The driver with the lowest overall PAX time for each event will be awarded 1000 points.
3. A formula will calculate the remaining driver points: Top PAX time / drivers time X 1000
a. Example: Top PAX = 23.102 for 1000 pts.
b. 2nd PAX = 23.108 for 999 pts. (23.102/23.108 = .999 x 1000 = 999)
4. Points will be totaled across the best 6 events for each driver.
5. The top 3 drivers in total points will be awarded an end-of-year trophy.
6. The North Hills Sports Car Club will add an additional award category: Fastest Driver of the Year.
7. The driver with the most FTD’s across all events for the year wins their name on the FTD
Champion Trophy.
8. The FTD Champion Trophy will be passed to the new winner each year.
9. In the event of a tie, all winning names will be added to the trophy for that year.
10. Winners in both categories MUST be club members to receive a trophy.
11. Winners in these categories are still eligible for the Top 15 Overall trophy positions.
Our established points system for overall points based on finishing position, meeting participation, event
participation and event chair remains unchanged. We look forward to your input on this exciting
addition to our trophy system and hope to see you at our general membership meetings for further
discussion.
Sincerely
The North Hills Sports Car Club Board

